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As an old and alone man, Mark lives at his nephew's house. As a small and warm family, Mark lives 
happily. He enjoys being out and doing gardening and such things every day, but even moving is 
difficult. He is too old! 

John and Lucy, Mark's nephew and his wife, had no child. Mark completely felt that he'd been treated 
like a family member without any expectation; because of this, he was respecting everyone's attitudes 
at home without hesitation. although his face seems too old and wrinkled, his eyes still are shining as 
an alone man  

This loneliness has led Mark to be curious to get known with the setter of new neighbor that has been 
recently moved there, the Wilson family. The setter was so beautiful and joyful; every time while the 
children were coming back from school, he was jumping out and getting full of joy. The setter was 
so upset while the children were out or asleep; he is like a human; he needs to do a joyful activity, 
but nobody pays attention to him. These events gave Mark a hint to start a new friendship with the 
dog. 

The name of the setter was Ricky. Recently, Mark noticed Ricky had not been gifted with a bone, the 
best thing that one can give to a dog—asking Mrs.Wilson whether he can give him a bone? After 
getting a positive response, he unwrapped the bone and gave it to Ricky. It was the first direct contact 
between Mark and Ricky, as letting the bone on the ground, Mark went to the other side of the street. 
Ricky picked up the bone gently, but he was still shy. Repeating this action sparked a friendship 
between them, and for the first time, Ricky let Mark touch him. It's the best moment for both of them. 

One day, as Mark left the house to work in the garden, he noticed Ricky is behind him, it was so odd 
and occurred for the first time. They talked with each other for a few minutes, and despite the last 
sessions, Mark let the dog stand at the yard while he was working. They spent a whole day with each 
other; now, he is sure that their friendship is mutual because every time Mark shows his love for 
Ricky, he starts wagging his tail anding jumping around!  

In a short period, their friendship changed into love. This love toward a dog created a new life for 
Mark, a new meaningful life for the rest of his life. Mark's room entrance was separate from the main 
entrance; every night, Ricky spends his time lying in front of the door till Mark gets aware of his 
attendance and pays attention to him. This kind of love that Mark was making toward Ricky was 
completely different from the one that Wilson's children did. It was a real love that the master makes 
toward his dog! 

During this period, it never happened to them to be far from each other. The start of this friendship 
was a blast, but the end was so bitter. Suddenly, it was rumored that Wilsons want to sell their house 
and go back to the city. It was the most frustrating news for Mark. After a few days of selling the 
home, a van came, and they moved all of their furniture to the new house. Those moments were 
unbearable to him without his friend Ricky; after that, the disappointed man start to be and walk alone 
again! 
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After two weeks from that bitter departure of the Ricky, one night, Mark was alone at home, hearing 
a scratching sound from the door. At first, all of his body was full of stress and scariness; then, a 
sudden joy helped him open the door. When he opened the door, he saw Ricky. He was expecting 
Ricky's coming back. The dog was so tired because he had walked miles from Wilsons' new house to 
Mark's place. Mark started patting and hugging him, but he knew that Wilsons' children love Ricky 
too! 

After that scene, Marked remembered every story he had with Ricky, day walking in the forest full 
of joy. After that, Mark was doubtful between two feelings joy & anguish. Finally, he kept the dog 
out of the door and closed it. After some minutes, he called Mrs.wilson, saying: "I think Ricky had 
adapted to your previous house and still miss it" when Mr.wilson came to take back the dog, he was 
still unwilling to return to the town. 

The longes conversion between Mark and Mr.Wilson was "good night/morning." But that night, Mark 
decided to speak. He said, "Mr.Wilson Ricky is a good dog, but it is better to know about a dog that 
he needs part of you too. Take him to hunt and forest .let him sleep in front of your fire .... all of these 
are heaven for a dog ". Mr.wilson looked at Mark and then gazed at the dog and said, you are right 
and said to the dog, "ok old fellow, let's go to the home." Marked knew it was time to go and said, 
"Go! Go to homeboy". After that, the old man never saw Ricky. 

 

 


